You’re invited to spend less
at Face & Body Therapies…
“Forget gym memberships,
here’s one membership you will love to use”
Ever wished you could have all the beauty treatments you ever wanted, whenever you wanted,
regardless of how much money is in your purse? Ever wanted a movie star budget to spend on all the
pampering you could wish for? Of course, which one of us hasn’t wanted all those things? Well now
you can!
Hi, it’s Karelle here from Face & Body Therapies Ulladulla and we are very excited about our next membership
program…
You have the opportunity to become a member of your very own salon!
But… (there is always a but) only the first 21 people to respond will have this opportunity. This letter is going
out to over 800 clients, so by the time you finish reading this letter, those smart people quick on the phones
will have taken the limited 21 spots. We say smart, because who wouldn’t want to grab this opportunity!
Read quickly…and then get on the phone, ring 4454 3521, and ask for Karelle, Jess or Tracey to hold
your membership.
How can I be one of the exclusive 21 members, you ask? It’s simple! For the month of July only –or until sold
out - we are offering a fabulous opportunity to be a Salon Member at Face & Body Therapies. As a member,
you can come in whenever you like through the week and have whatever service you like. You can come in
every day for a year, for a minute, an hour, or a day! You will feel like a kid in the world’s biggest candy shop!
When you choose to become a member at Face & Body Therapies,
you pay the set fee up front at the beginning of the month. Then for
the entire month you can have whatever you like. There is
absolutely no limit to the services you can have for your credit.
As you can see, this is an amazing offer for the first 21 quick clients
to grab this opportunity. Why would we do this, you ask? Because
we are guaranteed to keep you as a client for the next 5 months,
and when your friends notice how well groomed & relaxed you are
(and that you look years younger from all your free pamper
services), they will want to visit us too. Why only 21 memberships?
Because we have calculated that is the maximum number of clients
we can look after under this program.
So which membership is for you, and what do they cost? Let’s have
a look:

cÄtà|ÇâÅ `xÅuxÜá{|Ñ
Costs only $249 per month - You will receive $375 worth of credit!
The best of the bunch, because you could spend your members money on treatments such as Advanced Facials,
Body Treatments, Slimming and Contouring Wraps, or perhaps Hair Removal.
You will have enough credit really to use on anything you wish.
It works out to be less than $60 a week, not bad to look ten years younger than your friends.

ZÉÄw `xÅuxÜá{|Ñ
Only $199 per month – You will receive $300 worth of credit!
What would you have with your membership savings? What about all your waxing and tinting,
a facial and a massage every month you are free to choose whatever you want.
It works out to be less than $46 a week, for all these beauty services.

f|ÄäxÜ `xÅuxÜá{|Ñ
Only $149 per month – You will receive $225 worth of credit!
You will be able to have skin rejuvenating facials and oh so relaxing massages each and every month for as
little as $34 per week with our Silver Membership offer.

UÜÉÇéx `xÅuxÜá{|Ñ
Only $99 per month – You will receive $150 worth of credit!
Receiving extra credit in a beauty & massage salon will make it so easy for you to have great skin – this
membership works out at less than $23 per week - about the same amount you probably spend on coffee!
I’m sure you’ll instantly see why joining as a member is something you do not want to miss out on. Ring today
as there are strictly no rain checks - once the memberships are gone they are gone. We know that clients
who miss this opportunity will be disappointed.
Don’t let it be you!
Call now on 4454 3521, speak to Karelle, Jess or Tracey and
we will organise your membership immediately (as long as
there are some left).
Regards,
Karelle

Call 4454 3521
PS If you are not completely satisfied with your
membership simply let us know within 30 days and we
will happily refund your money less the services you
enjoyed in the 30 days!

